


We pride ourselves in bringing together brands from around the globe with exceptional quality and 

design content.

We are the exclusive UK distributors for Miffy by Bon Ton and Atelier Pierre, Egmont Toys and Les 

Petites and the European distributors for Fiona Walker England.  Our customers can order across all 

brands, making us the perfect home for your gift, children’s wear and homeware buying. 

We hope that you love the collections as much as we do!

S-c brands was founded in 2006. At S-c Brands we are passionate about the companies we

represent and the products we sell.

We are always happy to hear from you and help with your orders and queries.

Team S-c
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Founded in Belgium in 1994, 
Egmont Toys offers high-quality,

traditional toys, games and decorations for 
children!  

With a varied selection of products including; Plush Toys, Wicker Doll 
Accessories, Wooden Games, Heico Lamps, Creative toys and much 

more! Perfect birthday present ideas for children! 

Egmont Toys are manufactured with reliable partners to ensure the highest 
quality products and ethical working standards. 

All Egmont Toys are CE tested to International Safety Regulations 

We launched with a curated selection of products from across their 
range and have grown from there!

If you would like to order an item that is not included in our 
selection then please get in touch with us.

Check out theCheck out the
Les PetitsLes Petits range from range from

Egmont Toys. Egmont Toys. 

The team at Egmont wanted to create a collection that The team at Egmont wanted to create a collection that 

was more neutral and contemporary than their usual was more neutral and contemporary than their usual 

products, and that’s just what they’ve done! products, and that’s just what they’ve done! 

With softer colour palettes and super cute ‘retro’ style With softer colour palettes and super cute ‘retro’ style 

toys, Les Petits is definitely the toys, Les Petits is definitely the 

must-have range for the season.must-have range for the season.
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miffy by 
Atelier Pierre  

We are excited to show you our brand 
new Miffy range! Miffy by Atelier Pierre is our 

new Collection featuring Money boxes in 3 sizes, 
Keyrings, Magnets and more! The range comes in 
the classic miffy colours as remembered from the 
books and a gorgeous modern colour pallette.

From Atelier Pierre -
‘Thanks to a nice long collaboration with Mercis, the company 
behind Dick Bruna and Miffy, Sophie is given the opportunity 

to develop unique products of this iconic figure. The purity 
of the miffy creations still conjures up a broad smile for 

young and old.’

All
NEW

miffy

miffy by 
Bon Ton

the cute little rabbit by Dick Bruna was 
first produced in 1955 for 
a series of picture books.  

Miffy now has her own place as a global icon, recognisable just by 
her wide eyes and crossed nose and lips. 

Miffys character is uncomplicated and innocent, she has a positive attitude 
and is always open to new experiences. Children identify with Miffy, her 

sense of adventures and her simple charm. 

The new collection has expanded to include lots more colours and 
fabrics including a super soft plush Miffy in a giftbox and a fully 

recycled tiny teddy fabric.

Miffy is available in five sizes, 70cm, 50cm, 33cm, 24cm 
and keycharm.  Core colours are classic white, pink 

and grey, with a range of pop colours in the 
24cm size. 

New 
Plush 
Miffy!



Fiona WalkerFiona Walker
ChristmasChristmas

is also reknowned for her classic felt 
Christmas decorations which started 
with the our beloved robin and now 

includes hanging decorations, wreaths, 
garlands and more.. Our newest range 
of decorations are handmade in Nepal 

using traditional practices. Each 
product is made from 100% New 

Zealand Sheep Wool, using 
Azo free dyes. 
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Fiona Fiona 
Walker EnglandWalker England

 is a beautifully designed collection of 
exceptional quality, and values. 

 The collections enrich a room with fresh, imaginative designs 
that add a little fun without  compromising on style.  Beyond 

providing youthful personality to the home, Fiona Walker England not 
only wants to create great products but also aims to have credibility 
and give the brand the correct ethos.  Fiona Walker uses ethical and 
traditional manufacturing methods to create uniquely hand crafted 

products, meaning no two items are the same. 

From bears and rabbits to tigers and elephants the range 
encompasses animal heads, hooks and decorative accessories with 

a variety of friendly animal faces, fun colours, and organic wool 
felt which can be as easily at home in a child’s room or in a 

corporate office.  Fiona is dedicated to bringing lovely 
products that add fun and vibrancy to your home 

but most importantly to make a difference to 
the lives of the wonderful ladies who 

produce them.



Southerns Studio, Cherry Garden Lane,  Littlewick Green, 

Berkshire, SL6 3QG  @scbrandsuk

Fiona WalkerFiona Walker
HomeHome

Beautifully handcrafted in India 
from jute, these generous storage bags 
perfectly fit with Fiona’s ethos of using 

natural fabrics to create authentic, 
high quality pieces that will compliment 
any interior. We have introduced a new 
coordinating mini size, great for storing 

smaller items in the home.
Watch out for more homeware 

in the future.

info@s-cbrands.com  www.s-cbrands.com  01628 820082




